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Is there a karmic connection that binds you to the closest people in your life? How can you identify a

soul mate, twin soul, or cosmic partner and use that awareness for spiritual growth and fulfillment in

this lifetime? Â   Professional astrologer Ruth Aharoni tells how to decipher the karmic "signature" in

your birth chart to gain valuable insight into your karmic connections with others. Designed for

astrology buffs at an advanced beginner through professional level, Karmic Astrology reveals the

distinctive karmic characteristics revealed in the birth chart's signs, planets, houses, nodes, and

elements, and tells how to identify important cosmic relationships through chart comparison.  This

one-of-a-kind book explores spiritual attraction and explains why we choose a certain mate, what

can be done to attract the right mate, and how we can improve our present relationships with

friends, family members, and a lover or spouse. You'll gain an awareness of your past life

connections and learn to live a more love-filled life this time around with the help of this fascinating

guide that:  â€•Explains the difference between a karmic and cosmic relationship â€•Compares

personal karma, couple karma, soul mates, and cosmic couplehood â€•Analyzes the combined

charts of Edgar Cayce, his wife, and his secretary â€•Features chakra meditations for improving

karmic relationships â€•Offers meditations to help you find your soul mate
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When I purchased this book, I was under the impression that it was more in-depth than it actually is.

After receiving it, I was disappointed. This is essentially a thin - though very well written -

introduction to karmic astrology, written mainly for readers who are unacquainted with the concept

of synastry. As an astrological primer, it does not provide an extensive breakdown of synastric

aspects between two charts, or mutual planetary positions.However, what it does provide is very

thoughtful and useful insight into the mysteries of karma and reincarnation from a kabbalistic

viewpoint.From that standpoint, a very good read.

This is so far the best book I have read on astrology.It reads like a dream and it flows with love from

Ruth's heart, you can feel the love that went into getting this book out.I got so much from this one

book more than I have from many other astrology books that I have read, which seem to come more

from the mind, or the intellect rather than the heart.If you have been wondering why this karma? Or

what does this experience mean to you in this life, this book definelty gives a good starting point to

understand and balance your karmic purpose to yourself and others around you. It really allow

oneself to accept karmic responsibility whatever the dual nature of it maybe in progressing towards

resolving them, at least for me it did wonders!Enjoy this book.

When I was first learning Astrology, there were not a great deal of user friendly books out

there....Now that I help other people with their Astrological studies, I look for books that both

beginners and seasoned Astrologers will benefit from.....This book is perfect for that...Students want

answers that they can relate too....they want to FEEL where this piece of the puzzle fits in their

lives....They can take this info and place it their own personal realm......This fits there why? One

piece touches another piece, which then touches another...The whole picture starts to make more

sense, it comes into focus and all of a sudden, we have an understanding which was not there

before.Use this book to create your own work of art....this book makes reality more comfortable than

fiction.....It's all really easy when you can SEE it.....It helps to touch what you're feeling..

While I think this book is very easy to understand; I recognize that you must have reached a level of

comfort with the planets and their locations including the nodes in order for the true treasure of this

book is unlocked. Ruth's ability to explain in both the layman's term and the connection to the



analytical part of astrology (the numbers with exactitude) is perfection in writing.I say 'when you are

ready' because if you are not ready to accept the conclusions that come from performing the literal

and intuition analysis, then confusion will remain. What do I mean? If you are not prepared to accept

that your son and your father are twin souls (as an example - some of you don't like your father?)...

or that your daughter is actually your lover from a past life and is your cosmic partner... I strongly

urge you to wait. It is that type of awareness that in the spiritual realm that will bring comfort and

peace of mind; and potential pain in the here and now. If you seek to answer the question - who is

my cosmic partner, where do I find him/her so we can finally marry and live the life of nirvana, can

you handle being told - not this life? or you may not consummate your dreams in this life? When you

are ready to accept that possibility, then you are ready for the jewel that is this book.

I strongly recommend this book if you are interested in karmic astrology with an emphasis on

synastry. Something to learn both for the beginner and the more experienced student of karmic

astrology.

I really wanted to love this book. Perhaps it is the electronic format that isn't working for me but I am

not getting it at all! I have read it on my tablet and I find it hard to figure anything out. I do not know

much about astrology but I was hoping this book would be much more comprehensive. I can't really

figure out anything. Really disappointing as I was hoping to gain some understanding.
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